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Equivalence of the massive Thirring model with a U(1) gauge theory
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We prove the equivalence {both classical and quantum) of the massive Thirring model with U(1)
gauge theory containing the Thirring fermion, the sine-Gordon scalar, and a vector field as funda-
mental degrees of freedom. The construction is generalized to the SU(N) Abelian extension of the
Thirring model. The mass of the scalar field is calculated in the leading order in the 1/N expansion
and to first order in perturbation theory. The result agrees with the known exact result.

I. INTRODUCTION

L =f(itI —m)it — (gy„P)—
For g &0, the spectrum of the theory contains only a

massive fermion, but for g )0 it also contains bound
states. ' The lowest bound state is a pseudoscalar field P,
connected to tj'r by the relation

(1.2)

where

4a
7T+g

(1.3)

Lagrangian quantum field theory has become in recent
decades the main theoretical tool in analyzing the in-
teractions of quantum many-particle systems. In this
framework one has some fundamental field operators P,
which are used to construct the basis of a Hilbert space
and the Hamiltonian (Lagrangian) which describes the in-
teraction between the fundamental fields. In renormaliz-
able theories one usually calculates the scattering matrix
elements of quanta of those fields. However, sometimes
the spectrum of the theory contains also bound states. In
this case the information contained in the perturbative S
matrix is not complete, in fact the S matrix can even ap-
pear nonunitary if one does not introduce the bound
states as additional asymptotic states. The operators
describing those particles are composite operators in
terms of P; and in order to analyze the interaction be-
tween them and the fundamental particles one must cal-
culate Green's functions of composite operators, which is
sometimes connected with additional difficulties.

In this case, however, the choice of the fundamental
fields in terms of which the theory is formulated is not
unique. One can replace a number of them by fields cor-
responding to the bound states, and then the original
fields will reappear in the spectrum of the theory as
bound states of a new Hamiltonian.

An example of such a democracy is well known in two
space-time dimensions. Consider the Lagrangian of one
interacting fermion —the massive Thirring model:

Alternatively, the same system can be described by the
sine-Gordon Lagrangian for the field tt:

mL ' =—„' ( t)„P ) —:cos(PP): . (1.4)

In this formulation the fundamental fermion of the
Thirring model appears as a stable, topologically non-
trivial solution of classical equations of motion for P. In
quantum theory it is described by a composite operator:

t/ii 2(x) =c:exp dy p(y)+ p(x): . (1.5)
i2tr x i@

Each of these formulations is better suited for calcula-
tion of difterent sets of quantities. It is natural to ask
whether one can construct a Lagrangian which would
contain both g and P as fundamental fields. In this case
one could treat both fields on the same footing in a
unified framework, and different scattering amplitudes,
containing both fields would be given by Green's func-
tions of fundamental fields of some Lagrangian theory.

In Sec. II we construct such a Lagrangian. We prove
its equivalence to the Thirring model on the classical and
quantum levels and discuss its symmetries. The construc-
tion is trivially generalized for the SU(X) Abelian Thir-
ring model.

In Sec. III we calculate the mass of the pseudoscalar
field in the ¹ omponent model in the leading order in
the 1/X expansion and in the one-component model to
lowest order in perturbation theory.

Section IV contains a short discussion.
In the Appendix a similar construction is performed

for two-dimensional QED.

II. THE MODKI.

We want to construct a Lagrangian containing the
Thirring model spinor g and the sine-Gordon pseudosca-
lar P. However, those fields are not independent, but
rather connected by Eq. (1.2). We shall preserve this
equation as a constraint. As the first and simplest trial
we shall take a free Lagrangian for a scalar and a spinor
field with the constraint

(2.1)
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e„.~.4 =el) „1i, (2.2) Since we have gauge freedom we can choose the Lorentz
gauge

L =z(B„Q) e—8 PA +g(i' m—+eA )@ . (2.3)

There is an ambiguity in this procedure, since a full
derivative can be added to the Lagrangian without
changing the equations of motion. We shall fix the final
form of the model by the following requirement. The
zero component of Eq. (2.2) is analogous to the Gauss law
in QED. It states that the current density of the spinor
field is the only origin of the nonzero topological charge
density of the scalar field. This means that it must be
possible to eliminate completely one degree of freedom in
favor of the other one. This is possible if the theory
possesses a gauge symmetry generated by the constraint.
Thus we write down the Lagrangian which differs from
Eq. (2.3) by a full derivative and explicitly exhibits this
gauge symmetry:

L =z(r)„P) +Pe„d„A„+g(ij8 m+—eA )P . (2.4)

where z and e are arbitrary constants.
The only place where the fields interact is via the con-

straint equation. Surprisingly enough this will prove to
be the correct Lagrangian.

Introducing the Lagrange multiplier vector field A„
one can incorporate the constraint equation (2.2) into the
Lagrangian

a„A„=O .

In this gauge one has

A = ezJ~

(2.12)

(2.13)

Substitution of this into Eq. (2.10) leads to the equation of
the massive Thirring model with the following
identification of the coupling:

g= —e z.
By comparison of Eqs. (2.8) and (1.2) one also finds

2%=

(2.14)

(2.15)

Thus classically in the Lorentz gauge the Lagrangian
equation (2.4) leads to equations of the Thirring model.

Since the Lagrangian is quadratic in both scalar and
vector fields, this is also true quantum mechanically.
Consider the generating functional of the theory:

Z = Jdg dA„dodge xp[ i (S+S—t)] . (2.16)

Here the gauge-fixing term is added to the action. The
covariant g'auge is specified by a gauge-fixing term of the
form

From the usual definition of canonical momenta one finds
that the momentum conjugate to A, is L =g(BA) (BA) . (2.17)

5L
5(BOA, )

(2.5)

Thus the zeroth component of the constraint generates
through the canonical commutation relations the follow-
ing local transformations:

The factor I/O is necessary because of the noncanonical
dimension of A„. The most convenient choice (Feynman
gauge) is /= 1. In this case it is straightforward to check
that after performing, in Eq. (2.16), the integration over
scalar and vector fields one is left with

6$(x)=ieA(x)g(x), 5A&(x)=B,A(x), (2.6)
2

Z = fdPdgexp i f dt —g el —m + (2.18)

which constitute the time independent part of the U(1)
gauge symmetry group of the Lagrangian equation (2.4):

5$(x, t) =ieA(x, t)g(x, t),
5A„(x, t)=B„A(x,t) .

(2.7)

Note that the vector field A„does not have a canonical
dimension, [ A ]= 1, so we cannot write a conventional ki-
netic term for it without introducing an additional di-
mensional parameter.

We shall now prove that the model described by the
Lagrangian equation (2.4) is equivalent to the Thirring
model. The equations of motion that it generates are

which is the generating functional of the Thirring model.
It is instructive to see how the symmetries of the sine-

Gordon Lagrangian equation (1.4) are implemented in
the gauge-invariant Lagrangian equation (2.4).

The only continuous symmetry is Lorentz. Here noth-
ing unexpected happens and it is represented by conven-
tional Lorentz transformation for scalar, vector, and spi-
nor fields.

En addition to that, the sine-Gordon Lagrangian pos-
sess the discrete symmetries

(2.19)

„.aA e@) „y=o-,
za„'y —e„,a„A„=O,
(i8—m +eA )/=0 .

Substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.8) one obtains

z ' B„(BA)—A„=ej& .
g2 P

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

2'P~P+, n =integer .

(2.20)

(2.21)

A„~—A„, Q~P+y

Xp~ Xp

(2.22)

(2.23)

In the Lagrangian equation (2.4) two discrete symmetries
are seen:
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Those of course are equivalent to Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20).
It seems that the equivalent of Eq. (2.21) is missing.
Indeed by purely classical manipulations with field vari-
ables one cannot find this symmetry in the Lagrangian
equation (2.4). However on the quantum level it is re-
stored.

Consider the fermionic part of the Lagrangian. %'hen
the mass term is absent, it possesses a naive axial symme-
try:

1. =g'(ij8 —m)g' — (—g'y„g')2 . (2.30)

Again introducing the scalar field via the constraint

e„„~A=eW'y„1i' (2.31)

with the help of the Lagrange multiplier field A„we ob-
tain the gauge-invariant Lagrangian

/~exp(iay )g . (2.24)

It is well known that on the quantum level this symmetry
is broken by an anomaly. The axial-vector current is not
conserved but rather satisfies

(2.25)

I.=z(B„Q) +Pe„B A„+g'(i8 m—+eA )Q' . (2.32)

In the next section we shall show that also in this case the
field P acquires mass in perturbation theory.

This means that under axial rotation by the angle a, the
Lagrangian changes by

5L = — e„B„A (2.26)

a=~n, n =integer . (2.27)

Thus the change of the fermionic part of the Lagrangian
under these discrete axial rotations is

5L = —en@„B„A (2.28)

The mass term breaks this symmetry explicitly, but leaves
intact its discrete subgroup

III. THE SCALAR MASS

The Lagrangian equation (2.4) contains both scalar and
spinor fields under the same roof. Thus any Green's
function containing both fields can be calculated. As the
simplest example we consider the calculation of the scalar
propagator.

The Lagrangian equation (2.4) does not contain a mass
term for the scalar field. We shall see in this section that
the mass is naturally generated in perturbation theory.

The quadratic part of the Lagrangian contains mixing
between the scalar and the vector fields. The zero-order
inverse boson propagator is

+P+en —. (2.29)

This can clearly be compensated by the following trans-
forrnation on the scalar field:

D; 0'(k) =
—ie „k„

ie„„k
k„k (3.1)

With the help of Eq. (2.15) one identifies these transfor-
mations with the discrete symmetry group equation (2.21)
of the sine-Gordon theory.

Thus here an interesting phenomenon occurs: the sym-
metry that is absent on the classical level is restored
quantum mechanically due to the anomaly of the axial-
vector current. This is somewhat similar to the situation
in the chiral Schwinger model, although in our case the
symmetry in question is the global one. Indeed the sym-
metry must be seen only quantum mechanically since the
equivalence between the Thirring and the sine-Gordon
models is a quantum-mechanical one and there is no re-
quirement of the symmetry on the classical level.

To conclude this section we note that all the aforemen-
tioned considerations can be trivially generalized to the
case of the X-component model:

where g is the gauge-fixing parameter.
Since only the vector field interacts with the fermions,

quantum corrections will alter only the lower right
(vector-vector) entry of the matrix. The exact inverse
propagator has the form

D; '(k)=
zk

k„k k„k—ie k„X(k ) 5„—" +gk' k'

since the correction must be gauge invariant. Inverting
this matrix we obtain

D; (k)=

X(k )

k [zX(k ) —1]
l VCO CO

zX(k ) —1 k

l @CO CO

zX(k ) —1 k2

k„kp v

zX(k') —1
~

" k'

(3.3)
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Therefore we see that the scalar mass is generated if
there is such momentum k, for which lp ) ~p5

zX(k )=1 . (3.4)

2 z 4m 2 2

X,(k )= —e arccot —1
4m

k(4m —k ) k

1/2

(3.5)

whereas the Pauli-Villars scheme gives

It is also important to note that in order for the scalar
propagator to have no pole at zero momentum, X(k )
must vanish at zero momentum. We shaH see that this
requirement is intimately connected to the correct axial-
vector anomaly of the fermionic part of the Lagrangian.

The first contribution to X(k ) comes from the
vacuum-polarization diagram Fig. 1. It is finite, gauge
invariant, but regularization dependent. Naive cutoff
regularization gives

FIG. 2. The diagram establishing the anomaly of the axial-
vector current.

4m 4marccot —1
m. '(/k (4m —k ) k

1/2
1 —1

7T

(3.10)

The function on the left-hand side has a branch point
at k =4m . It is a monotonicaHy increasing function:

Let us calculate the mass of the scalar particle in the
large-X limit for the model specified by the Lagrangian
equation (2.32). In the leading order in I/X expansion
the only contribution to X comes from Fig. 1. So in this
limit the mass is given by the solution of the equation

Xpv(k )=X,(k )+ (3.6)
X:0, X

k ~0 k ~4m2 2
OO (3.1 1)

Notice that

X (k2)
C

k 0

2

Xpv(k') - ()—
k 0

(3.7)

Thus Eq. (3.10) has one solution for any positive value of
g and no solutions for negative g. The binding energy 6
(5=2m E) is dep—icted in Fig. 3. For small couplings g,
one can solve Eq. (3.10) perturbatively:

4m 4marccot —1
ir~ k (4m —k ) k

1/2
e„, kk

k

Thus only the Pauli-Villars regularized version cancels
the zero-momentum pole in the scalar propagator. One
cannot make the choice between different schemes on the
usual grounds of gauge invariance, since in this simple
case both give gauge-invariant expressions for the
vacuum-polarization tensor. A similar situation is en-
countered in (2+1)-dimensional electrodynamics, where
different gauge-invariant regularizations give physically
nonequivalent results for the photon mass. However in
our case, we can settle this question by considering the
diagram with axial-vector current (Fig. 2). In the
momentum cutoff scheme it gives

2S=g m.
4

(3.12)

~ 50

.45

0 i -5 3.0 4. 5 6 0 7.5 9.0 l0 ~ 5 12-0 13.5 l 5 0
I

I
'

I

.45

For N = 1 this is off the correct lowest-order result by a
factor of 4. The reason is obvious: near k =4m, the
function X behaves as g/&5. There are higher-order-in-g
diagrams, namely, those of Fig. 4, that have the behavior
(g/&5)", and those cannot be neglected if one looks for
lowest-order-in-g result for 5. In fact those diagrams can
be easily summed. Their leading (singular) contribution
as 6~0 is

while in the Pauli-ViHars scheme

4m 4marccot —1
m'(/k (4m —k ) k

1/2

(3.&)
40

. 30

~ 25

. 40

.35

.25

, e„„k„k
(3.9)

20 20

C'
~ I s

Evidently, to reproduce the correct axial-vector anom-
aly expression Eq. (2.25) (in the limit m ~0) one is forced
to choose the Pauli-Villars option.

- l0

~ 05

-00
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F 05

I I I I i I I I t I I I I I I I I I

0 1.5 3.0 4-5 6-0 7.5 9 0 10.5 12.0 13.'5 15 0

FIG. 1. The vacuum-polarization diagram.
FICx. 3. The binding energy (in units of 2m) as a function of

the coupling constant in the leading order in the 1/X expansion.
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+ e ~ ~

1 2m
4g

g m
1 ——

2 5

1/2 (3.13)

FIG. 4. Diagrams contributing to the binding energy to first
order in g.

analog of the Thirring spinor would be the nucleon iso-
doublet. The constraint equating the topological current
of the Skyrme model with the baryon-number fermionic
current must be imposed then with the help of a vector
field, which has the quantum numbers of the m meson.
The interaction of the co particle with pions is then exact-
ly of the same form as conjectured in the framework of
the Skyrme model' and has a natural interpretation. It
is conceivable that the vector field will obtain mass from
the quantum corrections and the mass of co does not have
to be introduced into the model as a free parameter.
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1/2 1 (3.14)
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APPENDIX

which gives the solution

6=g m (3.15)

in agreement with the exact result for the one-component
model.

We also note that from Eq. (3.3) it follows that the
propagator of the vector field A„has no pole at zero
momentum. Thus, in contrast with the two-dimensional
QED, the fermions are not confined and appear as parti-
cles in the spectrum of the theory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have constructed a U(1) gauge-invariant Lagrang-
ian containing scalar, spinor, and vector fields. Its
equivalence with the massive Thirring model was proved
both on the classical and quantum levels. The gauge
symmetry is generated by the constraint, which equates
the topological charge density of the scalar field with the
electric charge density of the spinor.

It is interesting that in this formulation the discrete
symmetry of the sine-Gordon theory (which is responsi-
ble for the existence of solutions with nonzero topological
charge) is not seen on the classical level. It is, however,
restored quantum mechanically due to the axial-vector
anomaly of the fermionic part of the Lagrangian.

The mass of the scalar particle was calculated in lead-
ing order in 1/X expansion for the ¹omponent model.
In the one-component case the first-order perturbation
theory result is shown to agree with the exact expression.

It is hoped that this approach can be of use in more
complicated four-dimensional theories. It would be in-
teresting to construct in a similar fashion a model for in-
teraction of baryons and mesons based on the topological
charge of the Skyrme model. The analog of the sine-
Gordon field in this case would be the pion field and the

+ Oe„B A„.
2m

The equation of motion of the scalar field gives

(A 1)

(A2)

and the Lagrangian in terms of A „and g becomes

L = ,'F „+ —Oe—„a,A„+f(i8 m —eA )—p .
4 " 2m

(A3)

In this case the angle 0 cannot be eliminated.
In this case the scalar field P also describes the actual

scalar massive particle; One can eliminate the fermion
field itj from the Lagrangian equation (Al) by the usual
bosonization techniques introducing an additional scalar
field o'.

,
' e„.a.o=q~,y,

—,'(a„~)'= pied,
gg=cos(&4m. o. ) .

(A4)

After (trivial) functional integration over A„and o and
rescaling of P this leads to

2

L =
—,'(a„g) —— P —m cos(&4~$ 8)—

which is the Lagrangian of the massive Schwinger model
in the bosonic form. "

In this appendix we note that the same construction
that was employed to represent the Thirring-sine-Gordon
system in Sec. II can be also applied to the two-
dimensional electrodynamics. To this end we consider
the Lagrangian slightly different from Eq. (2.4):

L = ,'p P pg—e„„a„A—„+g(ig m —e—A )Q
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